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Abstract: The current research aims to diagnose the correlation & effect relationship between the organizational values including (Reward values , Justice values, and value of teamwork) and employee commitment including (Emotional commitment, Normative commitment, and Ongoing commitment) as an independent variable. The research was conducted on a random sample consisting of (50) employees from different departments at the General company for electric and electronic industries – Iraq. We used questionnaire as tool for collecting information, then we analyzed these information by using (spss) program. Our findings suggested that there is a correlation and effect relationship between organizational values and commitment of employees. Organizational values play a crucial role in making employees more committed and in deepening the spirit of belonging and organizational loyalty. Value of justice and the value of teamwork have an effect on deepening the ongoing commitment with the organization. The most important recommendation is to increase the investment of organizations in both concepts. Organizational value and organizational commitment and give them more attention priority because of their positive effect on the strategic performance of organization achieving the goals.
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1. Introduction

Traditionally, organizations operate under system and regulation of a vary central nature without giving least attention to human element, where human was treated as a machine created in order to do work only. This situation continued until the emergence of the theory of human relation from (Elton May and his colleagues) and it was found in Hawthorne's experiments organization that there is organization imposed by the relationship between employees on the way of doing work within organization. Developments in the twenty-first century have increased the role of organizations and the challenges they face, this has made organizations more focused on the behavioral aspects of employees as a key factor for success. Organization in any society are reflection of the reality of that society and its customer, traditions, beliefs, and values. The way the organization performs its work is consistent with what the community believes, and every organization has a set of values – whether realized or not – which is the most important factor that distinguish the organization from the other organizations. The organizational values are fundamental factor that requires adequate attention from organizations, because values are the main driver of the behavior of employees in the way of doing work and determining what is good and bad within organization. Individual's beliefs in the values adopted by the organization and their compatibility with their goals and personal values generate the commitment and job satisfaction towards organization and the nature of works they perform. Successful organizations are looking at organizational values as a long-term investment that works to achieve strategic success. The literature recall that the ways in which organizations are managed have changed at the turn of the twentieth century from (management guidance) to (management by objective) and then to (management by values). Peters & Waterman (1982) are the first who realized the importance of values for the organization under (Makinsey 7S) model and the central role that played as a common denominator in all functions and works of the organization, making the organization capable of success.

2. Review of References

2.1 The historical evolution of organizational values in administrative thought

Stage 1 / Focus on rationality: The values prevailed in administrative thought during this period were that man should be treated on the basis that he is similar to machine and can be motivated by material gains. The pioneers of this stage are (Frederick Taylor and Max Weber). This view had to be changed due to the lack of consideration of the employees feelings and the nature of the human relations prevailing in the work, and the fact that the workers as machines can be stimulated by money only.

Stage 2 / Focusing on emotions: This stage began with the movement of Human Relations management, the results of Hawthorne study had a significant impact on the emergence of values related to professional relations and morale of employees in the workplace, as well as the values of training, positive attitudes toward work and methods of motivating employees [1].

Stage 3 / Focus on confrontation: This stage was reflected in the evolution of organizational values in response to the emergence of labor unions. These unions have considerable strength due to large losses in organizations resulting from chaos and disruption. Therefore, the management adopted new approaches for work other than fighting to solve
problems, which led to the emergence of the values of freedom in the work environment [2].

Stage 4 / Focus on consensus in opinion: This stage is based on freedom at workplace. In the year (1960), (Douglas Mc Gregor) explained the importance of administrative value systems by dividing the person into two opposing groups: person (X) who classified as a lazy, unreliable, and dislike work, while person is a positive, self-motivated and has a desire to work.

Stage 5 / Focus on individual organization and individual balance: It is also called the phase of management by objectives. According to this theory, each person should have a comprehensive and agreed productivity goals, but allows to individuals to choose the means of achieving these goals. The aim of this theory is to align the needs of the individual with the organizational management by goals is more suitable in relatively of bureaucracy in its bad sense of long processes [3].

Stage 6 / Focus on capabilities: It is also called the stage of (organizational development). its refers to the planned and elaborated effort supported by top management in order to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of administrative organization. During this stage, there are new values represented by the analysis of ideas and management information and the use of scientific research methodology.

Stage 7: Focus on the Realism: During this stage, the evolution of organizational values are achieved by integrating the previous evolution's stage of the value. After decades of rushing and working without a specific goal, the managers realized that they were dealing with a difficult task in terms of leadership and discipline, dealing with environmental threats and global competition. Therefore the most efficient organization will survive. this stage emerge during 1970s as a reaction to the previous stages that considered as introductory stage. This phase witnessed the spread of certain values such as (self- responsibility) (Nothing is free), and ( hard work leads to success ) [4].

2.2 The concept of organizational values

Organizational values are core of all managerial practices, but organization do not recognize this and do not give it enough attention [5]. Values underpin the methods of work and the design of organization, the direction of structure and systems, and the identification of job within the organization, and any change in the structure of the value should be accompanied by a change in the structure of the organization [6]. Values play an important role in defining the vision and mission of organization, as values are considered a part of a basic ideology directed to the vision and mission of the Organization [7]. The researchers have addressed the concept of organizational values from different aspects ,the organizational values defined as asset of beliefs about what is appropriate and in appropriate organizational behavior [8]. And defined the organizational values that shared by all or most members of the organization, and as an indicator of organizational practices [9]. Indicate organizational values that the basic principles of organization that help guide the correct actions of the organization [10], while defined the organizational values as collective beliefs, assumptions and fillings about, natural, rational, and high value things [11]. And defined organizational values that the commonalities among individuals within an organization that give the ability to distinguish between good and evil ,and what is acceptable and rejected [12].

2.3 The congruence between individual values and organization values

In recent years was an increased interest in the search for the effect of the relationship between individual values and organization values. There is need to achieve a match between the individual values and organizational value, as a result of changes in environment and to make employees more connected with the organization. In order to understand the congruence between them, there are three important approaches that organizations need to consider [13].

- Congruence between the values of top managers and subordinates.
- Congruence between values colleagues.
- Congruence between values of individual and organization, and the third approach as the most relevant for understanding this relationship that is known as congruence model.

The concept of congruence refers to the degree to which the needs, objectives or structures of a given entity are consistent with the needs objectives and structures of another entity. To ensure the organizational success, the values of organization should be consistent with values of employees [14]. The behavior of citizenship and organizational identity in administrative science aims to motivate individuals and provide a positive organizational climate and seek ways to reduce the pressures of work in order to attract new human resources while the current ours, and the congruence between organizational and individual is one important ways to achieve this. If there is incongruity between organizational and individual values, this will leads to gaps and inconsistencies in values ,increase conflict and tension, and increasing the complexity of managerial work [15]. While the congruence between these values leads to increase the loyalty of individual working in organization [16].As well as, there is a correlation between organizational and individual values and commitment of employees. Individuals whose organizational and individual values are more congruent are more committed to wards their organization. Individuals whose organizational and individual values are less clear are less positive and less interested to work of their organizations [17]. Figure (1) illustrates the importance of congruence between organizational and individual values, leading to ethical behavior and organizational commitment by members of organization.
Commitment towards organization, if employees felt that they organization's justice will lead to higher level of loyalty and equity be views as equity management, and reduces the pressures of work. Justice can increases confidence of subordinates with their top management, and satisfies their needs, and work to achieve them in a manner consistent with the core values of the organization, because the lack of awareness of this fundamental point leads to conflict between the individual and the organization, as each of them will pursue its interests at the expense of the other, this will cause adverse consequences on the performance of the Organization as shown in the following figure:

![Figure 1: The congruence between individual values and organizational values](image1)

Based on the above, organizations should now study and understand the personal values of individuals, understanding their goals and needs, and work to achieve them in a manner consistent with the core values of the organization, because the lack of awareness of this fundamental point leads to conflict between the individual and the organization, as each of them will pursue its interests at the expense of the other, this will cause adverse consequences on the performance of the Organization as shown in the following figure:

![Figure 2: The congruence between individual values and organizational values](image2)

2.4 Dimension of organizational values

- **Reward**: Reward are a form of incentive that drives individual to work, as anticipating incentives is a powerful factor in driving people's behavior and raising performance. They define incentives as "a set of influences that are used to influence the behavior of an individual and to determine the shape of his behavior and satisfy his motivational needs" [18]. The importance of incentives system lies in creating motivation among employees by linking their personal objectives with the overall goals of organization[19]. Rewards serves as a tool for raising morale and increasing loyalty and belonging to the organization. Good performance of managers is vital to achieve the goals of the organization. Since the good performance of manager is an essential for achieving the organization goals, Successful organizations are the one which are able to recognize the success and reward it. This Organization adopts the value of " performance – king" [3].

- **Justice**: Justice refers to fairness and equality of organizations towards employees [20]. This value is a prerequisite for achieving the objectives of the organization. Where positive feeling of employees about justice within the organization generates satisfaction increases loyalty, increases confidence of subordinates with their top management, and reduces the pressures of work. Justice can be views as equity of wages, bonus, and rewards as well as equity in distribution of workloads [21]. Actually, organization's justice will lead to higher level of loyalty and commitment towards organization, if employees felt that they were being treated unfair and ignored, the levels of loyalty and commitment will be low [22]. Therefore, organization most understand the view of the employees and take them into consideration, those organization adopts the value of "who care will gain" [23].

- **Teamwork**: They are a small group of individuals whose combined individual efforts result in greater performance than the sum of all individual inputs (Robbins & Judge, 2007: 339) [24]. Organizations are now focusing on teamwork to do business in order to achieve the objective of organization efficiently and effectively [25]. The more organized and self-contained groups, the higher levels performance [26]. Therefore, organization adopt the value "working together harmoniously" [3].

3. The Concept of Organizational Commitment

Organization commitment is one of the subjects that has attracted the attention of researchers for a long time. Becker study in 1960 in the United States of America is the first studies on this concept and become the basis for all current research. Becker argue that the commitment a psychological phenomenon because individual stays at the organization as long as the input are increasing. This study is the basis for all research on the subject of organizational commitment [27]. Defined the commitment as the process of faith in the organization's goals and values, and exerting maximum effort in order to achieve these goals and embodiment of these values [28]. And defined the organizational commitment is the strength of the individual's conformity with his organization and the extent of his association with the organization [29]. While defined commitment as an emotional orientation towards the organization, realizing the costs associated with leaving the Organization and a normative commitment to stay with the organization [30]. In the same vein defined, commitment as a set of internal standards that lead to behavior in a manner that is consistent with the objective and interests of the organization [31]. And another one defined it is a state of loyalty and an inner sense of the individual making a high-level effort in which he hopes to increase the effectiveness of the organization [32], while affiliated the organizational commitment as a sense of individual belonging and organizational identification when engaging in a particular organization [33]. Another researchers indicated that it combines internal normative requirements to unite in a particular pattern that meets the interests, objectives and values of the [34].

3.1 The importance of organizational commitment

The organizational commitment leads to several types of behavioral output that are important for all organizations and that lead to positive results for survive and success the organization, such as high and low turnover and high performance in addition to the high moral among employees as well as decreasing the problems of work between employees and management [35]. Individuals who have high levels of organizational commitment are characterized by outstanding job performance that leads to increased productivity and loyalty for a long time and feel that they
satisfy their needs are met and more likely to have strong cohesion with their organization, thus, increasing their commitment towards the organization and decreasing the turnover and absence [36]. That the studies have shown the high level of organizational commitment in work environment leads to decrease in the level of negative consequence, especially the phenomenon of absence and evasion of work [37]. The organizational commitment is important and has impact on the individual and the organization, as it is an indicator of predicting the outputs of the organization such as performance, job evasion and the absence of workers [38]. The organizational commitment is important to achieve and maintaining customer satisfaction, because employees who stay longer in the organization have better knowledge about the desired business practices, and customers want to deal with employees themselves. Therefor managers always need to create loyalty among employees in favor of the organization, and offer support for them, which reduce the organizational conflict within the organization [39].

3.2 The approaches of organizational values

1- Attitudinal approach: This approach defines commitment as employee attitudes or a set of behavioral, commitment is the relative strength of individual's identification and the extent of their involvement in the organization. Based on this approach, the factors associated with the commitment are: as positive work experiences, personal characteristics, and functional characteristics. Outputs include performance, reduced the absences, and turnover.

2- Behavioral approach: This approach defines commitment as the behavior of employee within an organization views that employee's continuation with organization is depend on arrange of investments (such as time spent in the organization, friendships formed within the organization, and the pension). According the to this approach, the commitment is determined by the benefits associated with the continuation of work in the organization versus the cost associated with leaving. This approach refers to investments as the strength that binds individual to organization. [40].

3- Psychological approach: This approach defined the organizational commitment through three: (the desire to exert a great effort for organization, the need of employee to remain a member of the organization, and the acceptance and belief in the goals of the Organization) [41]. And defined it's the commitment is driven by a set of emotional like as well as social [42].

4- Reciprocal approach: This approach is consistent with the theory of organizational balance of Herbert Simon, which is based on the assumption that the individual's contribution as much as his expectations of benefits [43].

5- Multidimensional approach: This approach defines the commitment as a combination emotional connection, perceived cost, and moral commitment. The organizational commitment result from interaction of these three components, and the organizational commitment consists of three dimensions (ethical participation is a positive orientation that depends on congruence with the organization goals). (The perceived participation which is either in positive direction or negative, depending on the benefits that the individual receive versus his or her effort. (Transitional participation which is a negative orientation, where people continue to work with organization because they are unable to change their environment and have no other option [40].

3.3 Dimensions of Organizational Commitment

- Emotional commitment: It refers to the commitment based on the emotional ties developed by the individual with the organization as a result of positive experiences (Sulu, et.al, 2010: 29) [48]. While defined the emotional commitment as the employee's relation and with its goals, and the employee's desire to keep working with his or her organization [44]. Another one defined the emotional commitment as the extent to which employees feel committed towards their organization by virtue of balancing the costs associated with leaving the job, emotional commitment is emotional bond with organization and employee's belief in the values of organization [45].

- Normative commitment: The normative obligation is defined as the commit employee, and his other to stay in the organization [46]. While another researchers defined normative commitment as responsibility employee towards his that is characteristics by believing that loyalty is a normal case absorbing the fact that he must stay in organization until retired, and the believing that he must sacrificed for the organization [47]. And While defined the normative commitment as keeping work with organization due to social responsibility from long-term social effects [27]. As will defined it's the commitment to keep working with organization due to feeling that continuing to work in organizational is moral duty [48].

- Ongoing commitment: The ongoing commitment is based on realizing the necessity of staying in the organization, they pointed out that the continuous commitment consists of two separate components (perceived sacrifice associated with leaving work and lack of job options) [49]. The ongoing commitment is a commitment based on the expected costs of leaving the organization, both economically and socially [44].

4. Research Methodology

4.1 Research problem

Organization are experiencing various developments including improved means of delivery of services in all areas. Organization has a unique features, such as values, orientations, and standards that distinguish the organization from other organizational. Values constitute behaviors and effect on activities performed by the organization. The human resources are crucial to achieve the organizational goals. Undoubtedly, the greater the commitment and loyalty towards organization, the more effectiveness of organization. At the field level it became clear through the field visits that
the General Company for Electrical and Electronic in Iraq – which represent the simple in question- suffer from ambiguity of organizational values that the employees experienced, and there are absence of regulations that determine what values should be complied with when doing business. In light of above, the problem of the research is determined by the relationship between organizational values the commitment of employees. In other words, the problem of research is determined by answering the following question: (Do organizational values effect on employee commitment?).

4.2 The sample

The sample consists of (50) employees was selected randomly working in the various division of the General company for electrical and electronic industries. The questionnaire was used as a tool for collecting information. Likert scale ranging from (1,2,3,4,5) was used to measure respondent's responses. Reliability test was conducted to identify the reliability of the instrument where by values, (0.83) for organizational commitment that the scales are reliable.

5. Search Results Analysis

This axis includes presentation and analysis of the results demonstrated by the questionnaire and sample response analysis for the independent variable of organizational values and dependent variable of organizational commitment.

Table 1: The arithmetic mean of the organizational values

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>Difference coefficient</th>
<th>standard deviation</th>
<th>Arithmetic mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>28.769</td>
<td>0.725</td>
<td>2.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>36.411</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>30.152</td>
<td>0.793</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization values</td>
<td>29.645</td>
<td>0.753</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (1) shows that the question pays low level of attention to its organizational values, the mean was (2.45) which is less than the hypothesis (3.00), the standard deviation was (0.753) and the Difference coefficient (29.645), this means that most of the respondents agree on this answer, as well as the sub-values, where all of them came below the desired level and its which are less than the hypothesis mean (3.00). This indicates the absence of the interest of the General Company for Electrical Industries Linking employees to their organizations for long-term success.

Table 2: The arithmetic mean of the organizational commitment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>Difference coefficient</th>
<th>standard deviation</th>
<th>Arithmetic mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Emotional commitment</td>
<td>23.206</td>
<td>0.673</td>
<td>2.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normative commitment</td>
<td>22.226</td>
<td>0.649</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing commitment</td>
<td>29.440</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization commitment</td>
<td>21.050</td>
<td>0.621</td>
<td>2.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (2) shows that the company gives low attention organizational commitment, the mean was (2.45) which is less than the hypothesis (3.00), the standard deviation was (0.621) and the Difference coefficient (21.050), for organizational commitment which means that most respondents agree on this answer, this indicates there are low commitment of employees towards the company and there is no desire to spend the rest of their professional life in this company. The results suggest that company pays low levels of attention to both dimensions of organizational commitment, emotional commitment and normative commitment which are less than the hypothesis mean (3.00). The average mean of ongoing commitment to work with the company for different reasons such as lack of job options, leaving work many caused material and moral problems, and hoping to gain certain by continuing to work in the company.

Table 3: Test the correlation between organizational values and organizational commitment and its sub-dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>variable</th>
<th>Emotional commitment</th>
<th>Normative commitment</th>
<th>Ongoing commitment</th>
<th>Organization commitment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>0.502**</td>
<td>0.550**</td>
<td>0.392**</td>
<td>0.502**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>0.499**</td>
<td>0.507**</td>
<td>0.316**</td>
<td>0.426**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>0.690**</td>
<td>0.612**</td>
<td>0.441**</td>
<td>0.675**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization values</td>
<td>0.603**</td>
<td>0.612**</td>
<td>0.339**</td>
<td>0.675**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (3) shows the correlation between the organizational values and the organizational commitment, Where the value of the correlation between them (0.675 **) at a significant level (0.01). It was also observed that there are a significant positive correlation between the sub-variables of organizational values and both of the organizational commitment and its a significant level (0.01). This suggested that if the company values are consistent with the values and objective of employees, they generate areal commitment to the company and to the nature of business. It is also observed that the value of the teamwork value is the high relationship with the organizational commitment at a value of (0.675 **). This suggested that the organizational tasks performed by teams work leads to positive relationships among employees, deepen the spirit of belonging, reduce the sense of alienation and increase the organizational commitment of employees.
organizational values in order to increase their organizational values. Organization should work to satisfy the basic rule for guiding organizational values the basic rule for guiding organizational values. Organization should make investments and values adopted by the organization. Therefore, resources that seek to achieve their goals through the goals and values adopted by the organization. This means that if the organizational values are equal to zero, the organizational commitment variable will not be less than this value. The value of the (R2) for the total variable of organizational values (0.738). The independent variable (organizational values) is capable of interpreting (73.8%) of changes to the approved variable (organizational commitment), the remaining (26.2%) represented significant elements and variables that did not appear in the model. The value of the Coefficient of marginal inclination (β) was (1.718), the increase in the organizational values by one unit will necessarily increase the organizational commitment (171.8%). It was also observed that the sub-dimension of organizational value have a significant effect on both organizational commitment and the sub-dimension of organizational commitment, except the sub-dimensions of justice and teamwork that have no effect on sub-dimension of ongoing commitment.

6. Conclusion
In answering the research question, the analysis revealed that there are correlation and positive effect relationships between organizational values and the logic of organization which reflects the future orientation, the image and reputation, and commitment of employee. Organizational values represent the starting point for the future direction of the organization, its reputation and feature of organization. Values are an important source to attract the skilled human resources that seek to achieve their goals through the goals and values adopted by the organization. Therefore, organizations should increase their investments in the organizational values. Organization should make organizational values the basic rule for guiding organization's work in a manner consistent with the personal values of employees. Organization should work to satisfy needs and wants of employees in order to increase their organizational commitment.

Table 3: Test the correlation between organizational values and organizational commitment and its sub-dimensions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variable</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>D.F</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>R2</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>R2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organization values</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization values</td>
<td>25.451</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>1.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization values</td>
<td>26.585</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.356</td>
<td>1.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization values</td>
<td>6.220</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.403</td>
<td>0.115</td>
<td>2.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization values</td>
<td>25.451</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.738</td>
<td>1.718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization values</td>
<td>16.199</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.466</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>1.725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>21.815</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>1.654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>8.712</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>1.820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reward</td>
<td>22.466</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.484</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>1.733</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>15.888</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.371</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>1.979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>16.605</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.364</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>2.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>2.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice</td>
<td>10.669</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>2.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>43.583</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.476</td>
<td>1.363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>28.723</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.501</td>
<td>0.374</td>
<td>1.601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>2.684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>11.618</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.528</td>
<td>0.499</td>
<td>1.731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (4) shows that there is a significant effect of the organizational values in the organizational commitment and its subdivisions. The calculated value of (F) is (25.451), which is naturally greater than the (F) table value of (2.462) and the freedom level (48) in signification level (0.01), with a confidence level (99%), and the coefficient of stability (α) reached (0.347). This means that if the organizational values are equal to zero, the organizational commitment variable will not be less than this value. The value of the (R2) for the total variable of organizational values (0.738). The independent variable (organizational values) is capable of interpreting (73.8%) of changes to the approved variable (organizational commitment), the remaining (26.2%) represented significant elements and variables that did not appear in the model. The value of the Coefficient of marginal inclination (β) was (1.718), the increase in the organizational values by one unit will necessarily increase the organizational commitment (171.8%).
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